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Added value
For Innovenum: “Visual dictionary feature
will help to focus on the quality of the
content for prospective e-learning
platforms and improve overall learning
experience. Having quizzes and gamifying
learning will make courses more useful and
engaging”.
"The whole organisation of Decroly has
been enriched with the methodology
developed by the SWIM project. Thanks to
the piloting phase of the project all of our
teachers had the opportunity to learn
about this methodology and it succeeded
to create interest in the learners"

O consórcio
Auxilium
Decroly
Jaitek
Storytellme
EKOS
Innoventum

For Auxilium: "The SWIM project has been
a great opportunity to enrich our
methodological repertoire. The Visual
Dictionary will become a key tool for the
preparation of our KA1 mobilities in the
future and we already featured it as a best
practice tool in a digital toolbox of another
project."
Storytellme, Jaitek and EKOS highlight that
the project's resources have made learning
more engaging and that all the
organisations' staff have been enriched by
the project's methodology and digital best
practices.
The European Commission’s support for the production of this
publication does not constitute an endorsement of the
contents, which reflect the views only of the authors, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which
may be made of the information contained therein.
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Multiplier Events
The Multiplier event of the project in Finland was organized on August 29,
2022 in the city of Joensuu at the premises of a local NGO: The Joensuu
Settlement Association.
The event began with an introduction to the SWIM-project and its
outcomes. After that a significant portion of the event was dedicated to the
function and benefits of the Visual Dictionary web-platform. Finally, a
discussion was held on the different ways the Visual Dictionary -platform
may be used as a learning and communication tool. It’s role as an
accessibility tool was also emphasized.

The Multiplier event in Poland took place on August 11, 2022 in Cracov in the Events Hall of the Hotel Forest in
Cracow, hosted by Mrs Agnieszka Buk and Mrs Joanna Szary, and followed an annual meeting of foreign language
teachers from Poland and Germany, who come together to exchange their teaching methods and to learn each
other's languages.

The Multiplier Event in Austria was held on June 23, 2022 as part
of a teacher-student-parents conference. Auxilium presented the
SWIM project and the Visual Dictionary to the potential users and
multipliers, who were highly interested in the platform.
The director of the school plans on utilising the Visual Dictionary
in his EU-related school project in the upcoming school year.

The SWIM project proposes a modern and collaborative online visual dictionary platform,
explore the resources available: https://visualdictionary.eu

